
    
 Model Selection Form 

 
 
   Project Information                                                                          
 
   Project Name ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

   Project Address ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   Equipment Tag __________________________________  Representative ____________________________________ 

 
   Natatorium Data                                                                                  
 
   Indoor Air Design Dry Bulb ____________________ °F (°C) Electrical Power _________ Volts _____ Phase _______ Hz 
   Indoor Air Design %RH Range _______________ 50-60% RH  Enclosure Volume____________________________ ft3 (m3) 
   Pool Wet Deck Area _________________________ft² (m²)  Desired Air Changes / hour _____4 _____6 _____8 _______ 
   Outdoor Air Ventilation______________________ CFM (l/s) Summer Design Dry Bulb ______________________ °F (°C) 
   Number of Spectators________________________________ Summer Design Wet Bulb _____________________ °F (°C) 
   Number of Active Hours/day________________________ h Winter Design Dry Bulb _______________________ °F (°C) 
   Glass & Skylights______________________________ ft² (m²) Altitude ______________________________________ ft (m) 

         
   Pool Data             Pool #1            Pool #2            Pool #3            Pool #4            Pool #5            Pool #6           
    
   Pool Name                _________________________________________________________________________________ 
   Pool Surface Area ft² (m²)    _________________________________________________________________________________ 
   Pool Water Temperature      _________________________________________________________________________________ 
   Type of Pool                          _________________________________________________________________________________ 
   Activity Factor                       ________________________________________________________________________________ 
   Water Heated by D-O-T?      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
   Air Conditioning Data        Heating Data      
 
   Sensible Cooling Load (NOT incl. O/A) ______________MBH Heating Load (NOT incl. Outdoor Air) ______________MBH 
   Air on ___ Condenser ___ Dry Cooler ______________°F (°C) Unit Mounted ___________ Remote Mounted ___________ 
    One-Way Distance to Condenser _______________ ft Electric _______________KW / Stages _________________ 
    Condenser Location _______________       ________ ft Hot Water Coil ______ EWT ______ LWT _______ GPM (l/s) 
   Water Cooled ___________ min. EWT ___________ max. EWT Heating Control Valve ___________      _________________ 
    Loop Type _____________ Flow Type _______________ Steam Coil _______________________________ psig (kPa) 
           Gas Heating _______________________________________ 

            
   Unit Configuration & Details                     
 
   Indoor Unit                                Outdoor Unit    Min. Exhaust Fan (EF1)                              ”WC ESP 
   Purge Mode            Economizer    Purge Exhaust Fan (EF2)                            ”WC ESP 
   Vertical            Smart Saver    Air Discharge                             ”WC ESP 
   Salt Water Pool      Air Return                              ”WC ESP 
   Average Electrical Rate ________________________ $ / KWh Average Gas Rate ___________________________ $ / CCF 
Notes: 

Dectron
FAQ
Suspended CeilingsWhy are suspended ceilings not recommended? They create an unconditioned space that is prone to condensation and corrosion problems. Pools with suspended ceilings are notorious for corroded hardware (‘T’ bars and hangers) and condensation soaked tiles falling into the pool.SkylightsWhy are skylights not recommended? They are prone to condensation problems in colder weather. The quantity of supply air (3-5 CFM per ft2 or 15-25 1/s per m2 of glass) required for condensation control must be sufficient to blanket the entire skylight. Visible ductwork is required to supply this air to the skylight and can cause concerns about aesthetics with the owner.Duct DesignHow important is duct layout? It is absolutely vital. The total quantity of supply air must be sufficient to provide four to eight air changes per hour (as recommended by ASHRAE) to prevent stagnation and air stratification. Care must be taken to ensure the entire space receives the required amount of air flow and to prevent supply air from short-circuiting to the return inlet.Swim MeetsWhat special design concerns must be addressed? A pool that will host swim meets has essentially two modes of operation: normal and swim meets. A swim meet generally has a very large spectator load while the pool swimmer density is less than during normal operations. The Activity Factor for a swim meet should be 0.65 whereas in normal operation it would be 0.8-1.0, (as per the “Activity Factor” table on page 17). The designer should review computer models of each mode to ensure that the size of the selected unit is appropriate for both.Pool CoversAre they recommended for daily use? Experience shows that unless a pool cover is automatic, it will not be routinely used. A pool cover is important to have at a facility in the event of a power failure when the DRY-O-TRON® is not able to run. The use of a pool cover however, does not affect the size of the DRY-O-TRON® required since it is sized for the load presented by the pool when in use.CondensateWhat should be done with the condensate that comes from the unit? The amount of condensate a DRY-O-TRON® recovers in a year is approximately the equivalent of one entire pool fill. The condensate from our HyPoxy® coated coils is drinking water quality and can be returned to the pool where local codes permit. It is usually reintroduced upstream of the filter or into the skimmer.Air DirectionShould air blow at the water surface? Air movement at the water surface increases the evaporation rate. The U.S. Olympic Committee (USOC) does however recommend some air movement at the water surface for its facilities because a slightly higher concentration of chlorine (compared to the rest to the space) tends to remain there. The USOC also likes air to be supplied to the water surface to help improve the air quality where the swimmers breathe.Return AirShould the return air inlet be near the spa? This is not recommended. The air around the spa has the highest concentration of chloramines and is the most corrosive air in the space. This could reduce the lifespan of the ductwork and equipment. An exhaust fan near the spa is recommended.Duct MaterialWhat duct material is recommended? The recommended duct material is standard galvanized sheet metal, aluminum, 316-grade stainless steel or fabric duct. Painted galvanized spiral ductwork is popular when the duct is exposed. The entire ductwork system must be designed to be dry at all times, and all seams must be sealed with an approved duct sealant. If a below-grade duct system is used, non-metallic or PVC-coated round metal ductwork should be used.Duct InsulationIs it required? If the ductwork is located in unconditioned areas (normal temperatures are 65°F-90°F (10°C-32°C)), it should be insulated with at least two-inch (5 cm) fiberglass duct wrap on the outside of the duct. This will prevent condensation and heat gain/loss. Small RoomsWhat is recommended for a room with only a therapy pool or whirlpool? These smaller rooms are common in hotels and physical therapy clinics. The small dehumidification load and lower air flow requirement is an ideal application for Dectron’s MAM Series. Contact your local representative for additional information. 

Dectron
Indoor Temperature Range
"Dry-bulb temperature" refers simply to the usual concept of room temperature.  The most economical temperature, which also happens to be the most comfortable to bathers, is 2°F (1.1°C) above the pool-water temperature.  The cooler the room air is relative to the pool-water temperature, the greater the pool evaporation rate, and the larger the required DRY-O-TRON.The standard relative humidity setpoint is 50%, with a range as high as 60%.  Thus, the room should always be between 50% and 60%.  The higher relative humidities can be expected during peak-load times.Other design setpoints and ranges are available.Pool Temperatures are usually determined by conditions of use.  See table below.Design ConditionsActivity		Air Temperature	Water Temperature	Relative HumidityResidential		72-85°F (22-29°C)	75-90°F (24-32°C)	50-60%Therapeutic		80-85°F (27-29°C)	85-95°F (29-35°C)	50-60%Competitive Swim	78-85°F (26-29°C)	76-80°F (24-27°C)	50-60%Whirlpool/Spa		80-85°F (27-29°C)	97-104°F (36-40°C)	50-60%Elderly Swim		82-85°F (28-29°C)	84-88°F (29-31°C)	50-60%Aquafit Programs	82-85°F (28-29°C)	82-86°F (28-30°C)	50-60%Hotels			82-86°F (28-30°C)	82-86°F (28-30°C)	50-60%

Dectron
Wet Deck
Approx. 3ft perimeter around pool.Wet DeckWhy use wet deck area in lieu of total deck area to calculate the outdoor air requirement? The purpose of outdoor air is to dilute the chemicals evaporating from the pool water. A section of deck that will never get wet does not contribute to air quality issues. As outdoor air is expensive to heat, cool and dehumidify, designing the outdoor air requirement to match the wet areas is a means of reducing the operating costs of the facility.

Dectron
O/A Calculation
The Outdoor Air is calculated based on the larger of the two:1.  0.5 CFM / ft² (0.24 L/s / m²) of Pool Area and Wet Deck areaOR2.  15 (7L/s) CFM per spectator

Dectron
Pool Info
ResidentialAir Temp. 72-85Water Temp. 75-90  TherapyAir Temp. 80-85Water Temp. 85-95   CompetitionAir Temp. 78-85Water Temp. 76-80   Whirlpool / SpaAir Temp. 80-85Water Temp. 97-104   Elderly SwimAir Temp. 82-85Water Temp. 84-88   AquafitAir Temp. 82-85Water Temp. 82-86   HotelAir Temp. 82-85Water Temp. 82-86

Dectron
Activity Factors
The activity factor is a measure f the amount of atomization of water caused by use.  Thus, energetic splashing can result in an increase of water droplets in the air.Type of Pool		Activity FactorCompetition		1.0Condo			0.65Hotel			0.8Lazy River		1.5Leisure or Play	1.0Rec Center		1.0Residential		0.5School			0.8School (Public)		1.0Slide (Closed)		1.0Slide (Open)		1.5Swim in Place		1.0Therapy		0.65 to 1.0Wave			2.0Whirlpool / Spa	1.0YMCA			1.0

Dectron
Water Heater
Each pound of water the pool loses to evaporation takes approximately 1000 Btu of heat with it.  In order to remove the water from the air, the DRY-O-TRON must remove the heat from the air.  You can choose whether or not to return the heat to the pool.Whirlpools and SpasUnless your whirlpool or spa represents more than 25% of the total evaporation rate, it is probably not economical to heat the whirlpool or spa with the DRY-O-TRON.In some cases, it is more practical to use a boiler or other heat source to heat the pool whenever there is no demand for dehumidification or cooling.  In this case, the thermostat circuit of the heater must be controlled by the DRY-O-TRON.If a separate heater is provided, then:a. If the DRY-O-TRON is not running for dehumidification or cooling, and if the pool temperature is slightly below setpoint, the DRY-O-TRON will enable the 	separate heater.b. If the DRY-O-TRON is running for dehumidification or for cooling, and if the pool temperature is slightly below setpoint, the DRY-O-TRON will deliver heat from the refrigeration process to the pool.  The separate heater will be inhibited.c. If the DRY-O-TRON is running for dehumidification or for cooling, and if the pool temperature is much less than setpoint, the DRY-O-TRON will deliver heat from the refrigeration process to the pool and will enable the separate heater also.

Dectron
Sensible Load
Sensible Load Including:	Lights	People	Solar Heat GainsDo not include:	Outdoor Air	Latent heat from poolWhat if more cooling is required than the unit can provide? If the DRY-O-TRON® selected has a capacity close to the minimum required, a unit one size larger would be the most cost effective solution. If the cooling requirement is significantly more than the selected DRY-O-TRON® supplies, the difference can be made up by a separate cooling circuit added either to the DRY-O-TRON® or in the duct. 

Dectron
Condenser Location
Consult Factory if Condenser is located more than 15ft below the DRY-O-TRON.

Dectron
Line Length
Line set from DRY-O-TRON to the Condenser including risers.

Dectron
Purge Mode
Purge Mode provides equipment for exhausting odors from the natatorium during superchlorination.  Upon initiation, the room is exhausted and replaced by outdoor air at a greatly increased rate.  Heating is supplied as necessary to maintain room temperature.  An adjustable timer terminates this mode.  This option is usually selected by public facilities that may be faced with scheduled superchlorination requirements.

Dectron
Economizer
ECONOMIZERThe optional Economizer mode will operate whenever outdoor conditions permit and override compressor operation..  The outdoor air temperature must be below humidity and/or temperature set points to be used for cooling or dehumidification.Given the appropriate conditions, this feature can save a significant amount of energy.

Dectron
Smart Saver
SMART SAVERThe Smart Saver option is usually a heat pipe between the exhaust and make-up air streams.  When the incoming outdoor air gets cooler than the exhaust air, the Smart Saver inherently extracts heat from the exhaust stream and delivers it to the make-up air stream.The heat-pipe Smart Saver has no moving parts, and requires no controls.The Glycol Smart Saver will provide heat recovery in both typical Summer and Winter conditions.
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